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High-Quality Extraction of Isosurfaces from
Regular and Irregular Grids
John Schreiner, Carlos E. Scheidegger, and Cláudio T. Silva, Member, IEEE
Abstract—Isosurfaces are ubiquitous in many fields, including visualization, graphics, and vision. They are often the main computational component of important processing pipelines (e.g. , surface reconstruction), and are heavily used in practice. The classical
approach to compute isosurfaces is to apply the Marching Cubes algorithm, which although robust and simple to implement, generates surfaces that require additional processing steps to improve triangle quality and mesh size. An important issue is that in some
cases, the surfaces generated by Marching Cubes are irreparably damaged, and important details are lost which can not be recovered by subsequent processing. The main motivation of this work is to develop a technique capable of constructing high-quality and
high-fidelity isosurfaces.
We propose a new advancing front technique that is capable of creating high-quality isosurfaces from regular and irregular volumetric
datasets. Our work extends the guidance field framework of Schreiner et al. to implicit surfaces, and improves it in significant ways.
In particular, we describe a set of sampling conditions that guarantee that surface features will be captured by the algorithm. We also
describe an efficient technique to compute a minimal guidance field, which greatly improves performance. Our experimental results
show that our technique can generate high-quality meshes from complex datasets.
Index Terms—Isosurface Extraction, Curvature, Advancing Front

✦
1

I NTRODUCTION

Implicit surfaces are a powerful and effective technique with a wide
range of applications in many scientific areas. In particular, they are
used in many modeling and geometric tasks in scientific visualization
and computer graphics. An isosurface Sa is defined as the preimage
of a function f : Rn → R and value a; it is the set of points in the domain that map to a, i.e. Sa = {x ∈ Rn : f (x) = a} [17]. We then say
f is the implicit function and a is the isovalue. Part of the popularity of implicit surfaces comes from their representation power, solid
theoretical foundation, and relative ease of manipulation [9]. Their
acceptance has partly been driven by the number of successful techniques for their computation and rendering. Following the discovery
of Marching Cubes algorithm [33], the last two decades have seen a
constant stream of work on effective techniques for the computation
and visualization of isosurfaces (see, e.g., [6, 16, 32, 39, 49]).
Although a number of techniques have been proposed to solve
the isosurface generation problem, the Marching Cubes (MC) algorithm [33, 39] forms the basis for many widely used methods. MC
works by sampling the function f at a grid of fixed resolution, and
uses a table of possible configurations of range signs to create a triangulated surface out of those samples. The main strengths of MC are
its generality, simplicity and robustness, which have made it one of the
most used meshing algorithms in practice (e.g., 3D photography [29]).
The main problem with MC is the inherent bias caused by only placing vertices on edges which intersect the surface. This also implies
that the sampling density is proportional to the grid resolution, and
not to any intrinsic surface properties. Meshes generated by MC (and
variants) are typically over-tessellated, and contain many bad triangles
(1). The low quality makes them unsuitable for further geometry processing, and typically they require some form of post-processing (e.g.,
smoothing) before being used in applications.
There are a number of ways to improve the quality of MC meshes.
One approach is to apply a remeshing technique [3] to optimize sampling, grading, size, and shape of elements, while keeping the overall
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geometry the same. This can be challenging, since MC meshes are
often large, complex, and contain many geometric degeneracies. To
make the meshes simpler, and overall of better quality, a geometric
simplification (or at least a smoothing) step is applied to them [21, 30].
We note that this is currently the preferred way to deal with MC
meshes. Existing simplification techniques are very robust and scalable, and they are able to simplify even the largest isosurfaces. One
issue with this approach is that the use of multiple steps makes it hard
to control the approximation accuracy throughout the process.
Another way to solve this problem is to develop a direct technique
for isosurface extraction which avoids the intermediate step of generating a MC mesh. One such example is the algorithm of Wood et
al. [51], which first creates a coarse mesh with the correct topology
and iteratively refines it with a force based solver. This produces an
adaptively sampled mesh, but the transition regions are created with
right triangles which leads to abrupt changes in the triangle sizes. An
alternative approach is the advancing front paradigm, whose basic idea
is to tile the surface one triangle at a time by performing a sequence of
local decisions [7, 26]. Our work fits in this category. In particular, we
build upon a recently proposed class of advancing front methods by
Schreiner et al. [45] to develop a new general technique for isosurface
generation.
The main contributions of our paper are:
• A new technique for extracting high-quality triangulated meshes of
isosurfaces defined from functions sampled on regular and irregular
grids. Our algorithm is efficient and guarantees bounded distance from
the isosurface while being adaptive to curvature.
• An extension of the theoretical foundations of the guidance field approach of [45] that shows the conditions under which the reconstructed
triangulated surface accurately reflects the implicit surface.
• An efficient way to cull redundant information from the guidance
field, improving memory usage by a factor of ten or more, and speed
by up to a factor of five.
• A set of detailed experimental results on both regular and unstructured grids that shows the effectiveness of our approach.
2

P REVIOUS W ORK

Since the introduction of the classical Marching Cubes algorithm [33],
there has been an immense amount of work in the polygonization of
implicit surfaces. The original algorithm contained ambiguities, where
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Fig. 1. Triangle meshes generated from Marching Cubes have inherently biased sampling, which produces badly shaped triangles. Our advancing
front algorithm ensures appropriate mesh grading and curvature adaptation, and generates triangle meshes with excellent triangle shape. The
triangulation produced by Marching Cubes is shown on the left side, and our technique is shown on the right side.

some configurations could be interpreted in more than one way, possibly generating non-manifold meshes. Nielson and Hamann’s asymptotic decider [39] was among the first to address the topic using bilinear interpolation to resolve face ambiguities, and now the issue of
ambiguity in MC has been thoroughly examined [14, 35, 37]. There
are many variants of MC. For instance, the Marching Tetrahedra (MT)
[40, 47] class of algorithms work well for tetrahedral meshes, and does
not have ambiguous cases. Dual methods generate the topological dual
of the MC surfaces, and reproduce sharp features by extrapolating the
sampled normals [25].
Much effort has been put into making MC more efficient, with particular emphasis on avoiding empty cells [15, 31, 49]. There has also
been work on generating high-quality triangulated isosurfaces. Physically based simulation offers a way of computing a good grid in which
to perform the MC tests [20], and using repulsion forces to sample a
surface to be triangulated [48]. Hybrid approaches are also possible.
For example, Wood et al. [51] first create a coarse mesh with topology equivalent to the MC mesh, then use a physically based repulsion
solver to semi-regularly tile the surface.
Curvature is an important geometric concept that is useful in processing isosurfaces. Kindlmann et al. [27] introduced a framework
for computing differential properties of a volume through carefully
constructed spatial filters. We use their formulation for curvatures
of a level set to guarantee an accurate reconstruction of the isosurface. Witkin and Heckbert [50], and later Meyer et al. [34] use curvature information to appropriately sample implicit surfaces with particles. Crossno and Angel combine curvature information with physically based simulation to sample implicit surfaces with particle systems [18]. However, when particles are used as triangle vertices, triangles tend to be poorly shaped wherever there are abrupt changes
in curvature. Curvature has also been essential in the development
of advancing front algorithms. Scheidegger et al. [44] introduced an
advancing front algorithm for triangulating point set surfaces which
made use of a guidance field to both provide curvature adaptability and
restrict the change in triangle sizes. Schreiner et al. [45] (reviewed in
the next section) builds a solid theoretical advancing front framework
on top of these initial ideas. In this paper, we provide a condition
which guarantees that the entire surface is accurately triangulated. We
also describe a procedure to build a minimal guidance field that contains no irrelevant samples, making the triangulation more efficient.
3

A N ADVANCING FRONT FRAMEWORK FOR MESHING IM PLICIT SURFACES

Advancing front (also referred to as surface tracking and continuation)
algorithms are a class of surface meshing algorithms that begin with
a seed point, and grow the triangulation across the surface. The front
is the boundary of the mesh that has already been generated. It is
advanced by choosing an edge in the front and creating a new triangle
attached to it. If the new triangle causes a front to intersect itself, it is

split into two separate fronts. If it intersects a different front, the two
are merged. There has been a substantial amount of previous work on
using advancing front techniques for mesh generation [7, 46], and in
particular, for implicit surface triangulation [8, 23, 24].
The meshing research community has for a long time used advancing fronts for generating high-quality meshes suitable for numerical
simulation [41]. In that context, a meshing algorithm starts with welldefined domain representations and creates a piecewise linear representation, progressively increasing the dimension of the primitive:
edges, triangles, and then tetrahedra. The essential difference in our
setting is the absence of a well-defined description of the components
of the volume. We assume a much more general model — any surface defined as an isosurface whose gradient and Hessian is non-zero
everywhere. In this case, it would be a challenge in itself to find any
charts for the reconstructed surface, let alone one that is suitable for
use in meshing. Some works have tried to create a mesh under more
general conditions. To the best of our knowledge, these seem limited
to ad hoc steps like smoothing a mesh generated from preclassified
images [12]. Some other problems we discuss have previously been
noticed in that community as well. Borouchaki et al. discuss methods for achieving gradation control: enforcing that the length ratio of
two consecutive edges is bounded [10]. As section 3.1 points out, we
achieve gradation by careful construction of the guidance field.
In order to accurately mesh a surface, triangle sizing should be inversely proportional to the maximum curvature of the surface. This
adaptivity to the local surface also prevents the output mesh from becoming unreasonably dense. Most early work did not adapt triangle
size to geometric features, and thus depended on an a priori compromise between the size of the resulting mesh and the representation of
small features of the isosurface. These algorithms were quickly followed by adaptive variants [1, 13, 26]. While these help reduce the
size of the resulting mesh, they still have several drawbacks. These
algorithms essentially replace the assumption of maximum curvature
(embodied by the predetermined triangle size) by an assumption of
small curvature changes along the surface. Since these algorithms
sample curvature locally, it is still possible to step over important geometrical and topological features of the isosurface. Because of these
limitations, previous advancing front algorithms relied on heuristics
for checking front interference [26].
In itself, adapting the surface to curvature introduces another problem: sharp changes in curvature across the surface lead to sharp
changes in triangle size and poorly shaped triangles [10]. Additionally, robust front interference tests are highly non-trivial. This is important, since the test is critical to the correct behavior of the algorithm. If the test fails to detect front interference, there will be two
or more sheets of triangles over portions of the surface. The following figure from [44] shows a common geometric situation where usual
adaptive advancing front algorithms fail to reconstruct the surface correctly. The inset at the left shows the consequences of determining
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triangle sizes completely locally, while the right inset shows the desired correct behavior: triangles need to be made smaller before they
reach the geometric feature.

The advancing front algorithm of Schreiner et al. [45] solves these issues robustly, by introducing a solid theoretical foundation for advancing front algorithms. In their algorithm, they use a guidance field to
help edge and triangle size selection. The guidance field is a scalar
function g defined on the surface, which determines how long the
edges incident to a point may be. They show how to construct g in
such a way that it has two important properties. First, g(x) is bounded
above by 2 sin(ρ)/κmax , where κmax is the maximum absolute curvature of the surface at point x, and ρ is a user defined parameter. This
ensures that all of the features in the surface are captured accurately to
the degree defined by ρ, independently of their scale. Second, the gradient magnitude of g is never greater than 1 − η −1 , where η is another
user defined parameter. This prevents the triangle sizes from changing
too rapidly and poorly shaped triangles from being formed. They also
show that their guidance field construction can be used to bound both
the aspect ratio of most of the triangles, and the Hausdorff distance
between the original surface and the output mesh. This in turn can be
used to create a front intersection test procedure which can be proven
to be robust.
Their algorithm addresses all of the major issues hindering advancing front algorithms, but their robustness arguments depend critically
on two assumptions. First, they assume that the surface being triangulated is smooth (even though it is certainly not the case for remeshing
applications, the focus of their work). For the case of implicit surfaces, we need only assume that the gradient of the implicit function is
defined and non-zero at all points in the surface. This is a reasonable
assumption to make. Second, they assume that the guidance field has
been sufficiently sampled so that the first property of g will hold. In
their work, they simply sample the mesh densely, but have no means
to check for sufficiency. Features smaller than the sampling density
can easily be missed by the triangulation. In Section 4.1 we present
a sampling condition which can be used to determine how many samples are truly required. Additionally, there typically will be many more
samples in the guidance field than are actually required, leading to increased memory usage and execution times. In Section 4.2 we present
a procedure for culling out unnecessary samples, effectively computing a guidance field of minimal size. The following pseudocode is a
summary of our algorithm:
T RIANGULATE(f , ∇ f , H (f ), k, ρ, η)
1 let S be defined by all x such that f (x) = k
2 g ← G ENERATE -S AMPLES(S , ∇ f , H (f )) (see Section 4.1)
3 C ULL(g, ρ, η) (see Section 4.2)
4 Active ← S EED -F RONTS(S ) (see Section 3.2)
5 while | Active | > 0
6
do front ← G ET-A NY-F RONT(Active)
7
if OK-T O -A DD -T RIANGLE( f ront, ρ, η)
8
then A DD -T RIANGLE -T O -F RONT(front, ρ, η)
9
else other ← G ET-I NTERFERING -F RONT(front)
10
if other = front
11
then (f1, f2) ← S PLIT(front)
12
R EMOVE -F RONTS(Active, {front})
13
A DD -F RONTS(Active, {f1, f2})
14
else new-front ← M ERGE(front, other)
15
R EMOVE -F RONTS(Active, {front, other})
16
A DD -F RONTS(Active, {new-front})

Fig. 2. The guidance field g(t) on a parametric curve C = f (t) : R → S .
Note that the functions are plotted against the parameter t, not the curve
itself. g(C) is the lower envelope of all g̃. At the sample points s̃i , g̃i is
minimum, and it grows linearly as the distance from s̃i increases. Note
that if the sampling is too coarse, g(C) might not bound ι(C) (as shown
in the region inside the red circle). Section 4.1 shows how to provably
prevent this. Finally, some samples will not influence g(C) (in the figure,
the sample shown in blue). Section 4.2 shows how to efficiently remove
these points.

3.1

Guidance field construction

Due to the central importance of the guidance field, we summarize
the construction method of Schreiner et al. [45]. We start defining a
function which gives the ideal edge length at a point s on the surface:
ι(s) =

2 sin(ρ/2)
κmax (s)

This function essentially determines the ideal size to be the length that
subtends a constant angle ρ on the minimum osculating circle of the
surface at x. Amenta and Bern [4] show that the local feature size
(LFS) bounds the curvature by below. ι(x) could be defined in terms
of the LFS, and every property of the guidance field will still hold.
We use curvature because computing the medial axis is much costlier.
We want edge lengths to smoothly grade as triangles come closer to s.
To achieve this, we create, for each point s in the isosurface, another
function, induced by ι(s). This function is defined over the entire
embedding space of the isosurface:
g̃s (x) = (1 − η −1 ) · |x − s| + η −1 · ι(s)
This is just a cone centered at s, with slope 1 − η −1 . If s was the only
point sampled from the surface, g̃s would tell us exactly how large an
edge we could create at any other point on the surface. Note that g̃s
is conservative: g̃s (s) < ι(s). This will be important for our sampling
condition described in Section 4.1. Since we want all the constraints
to be satisfied, we define the guidance field g to be the lower envelope
of all of the g̃’s induced at each point on the surface:
g(x) = min g̃s (x)
s∈S

Figure 2 illustrates g(x) for a low-dimensional case. We restrict ourselves to isotropic reconstruction: triangle edge lengths are independent of their orientation on the surface. The algorithm behavior depends on only two parameters, ρ and η, which control respectively the
reconstruction accuracy and well-shapedness of triangles. ρ controls
the approximation error [44], and η determines the rate of triangle
expansion: every two adjacent edges e1 and e2 such that |e1 | > |e2 |
should respect |e1 |/|e2 | ≤ η. There are some noteworthy features of
the constructed guidance field. As shown in [45], g(x) is Lipschitzcontinuous, and so triangles will have good grading [43]. Additionally,
its exact value can be evaluated efficiently by kd-tree queries, requiring
no splatting of values in a regular grid or other, similar strategies [2].
3.2

Application to isosurfaces

Kindlmann et al. [27] show how to compute the geometry tensor G for
implicit surfaces. G encodes all curvature information, and so we use
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Silicium
ρ = 0.5
ρ = 0.3
ρ = 0.2
Skull
ρ = 0.5
ρ = 0.3
ρ = 0.2

# samples
818058
818058
818058
# samples
12551234
12551234
12551234

# remaining
11190
28522
61443
# remaining
50538
108931
198378

before
1m28s
1m45s
2m07s
before
31m01
27m05
26m13

after
0m50s
1m08s
1m36s
after
5m46s
7m27s
9m52s

Table 1. Sample of results of guidance field culling. “before” refers
to running time without culling, and “after” refers to running time after
culling.

it to compute κmax . We assume the isosurface does not pass through
critical points of f , and we denote n = (∇ f )/|∇ f |. Then,
P

=

I − nnT
 ∂2 f
∂ x2
∂2 f
∂ x∂ y
∂2 f
∂ x∂ z

H

=






G

=

PHP/|∇ f |

∂2 f
∂ x∂ y
∂2 f
∂ y2
∂2 f
∂ y∂ z

∂2 f
∂ x∂ z
∂2 f
∂ y∂ z
∂2 f
∂ z2







κmax is given by the spectral radius of G, which is easily computable
from matrix invariants. From κmax evaluated at s, we compute ι(s),
which determines a sample on the guidance field g̃s .
Advancing front algorithms must start from a seed point. In these
algorithms, there can only be as many connected components as there
are seed points, so these are an important part of the process. There are
efficient algorithms for computing these seed points, e.g., [6]. These
points are then projected on the surface using gradient descent.
We sample the surface curvature by generating a jittered random
set of sample points inside cells that neighbor the surface and then
project each of them on the surface, again through gradient descent.
Section 4.1 describes how to determine the number of points that are
necessary to guarantee correct reproduction of features. Finally, each
new triangle is created by determining the correct size as described
in [45]. The point is projected on the surface by using the dihedral
angle of the edge as the free parameter, and searching for the isovalue
similarly to the technique described in [13].
4

G UIDANCE

We begin by taking note of two aspects of the guidance field. First,
we note that it can be made more conservative by simply reducing
the radius of curvature for a sample point when it is inserted into the
guidance field. This will never cause a sufficient guidance field to
become insufficient, but it may cause an insufficient guidance field to
become sufficient. Second, we note that given a guidance field sample
s, and another point on the surface x where |x − s| ≤ ι(s), then g̃s (x) ≤
ι(s). Assume that we can compute the minimum ι over all of the
points in the surface, and call it bιc. We can now redefine the guidance
field samples to be in terms of bιc. This has the effect of making the
guidance field more conservative, as in the first note above. It is now
clear that the guidance field is sufficient if there are no points x in
the surface such that there are no guidance field samples s with |x −
s| ≤ bιc. Stated conversely, the guidance field might not be sufficient
if there exists a point x such that |x − s| > bιc for all guidance field
samples s.
The final remaining issue is how to compute bιc. Since ι is inversely proportional to κmax , this means that we must find an upper
bound on κmax . In order to compute this bound, recall that κmax is
defined as the absolute value of the largest eigenvalue of the geometry tensor G. Notice that this is exactly the spectral radius of G:
κmax = r(G). We will now bound the spectral radius of G. First, recall
that the spectral radius is bounded by any consistent matrix norm:

FIELD ENHANCEMENTS

In this section, we describe two contributions to the theory of advancing front algorithms. The first one shows for the first time how to
guarantee that all features of the surface will be represented in the triangle mesh, by determining an upper bound on the curvature of the
isosurface. This gives a condition for sufficiency of the guidance field.
The second contribution significantly improves the efficiency of the
guidance field evaluation. We show that most samples do not affect
the guidance field in any way, and we give an algorithm to compute
the minimal set of samples that are required to define g.
4.1

Fig. 3. Minimal guidance fields. The two figures are rendered using
only the points in the guidance field — the black “regions” are simply
the inside of the surface without any illumination. After trimming, all the
tan-colored points are removed from the data structures, leaving only
the red points for querying.

r(M) ≤ kMk
Recall, also, the submultiplicative property of matrix norms:
kA · Bk ≤ kAk · kBk
kGk by directly applying Equation (1) to the
r(G)

Creating a sufficient guidance field

The guidance field described in the previous section offers an ideal
way to control the mesh gradation of the reconstruction. The fundamental problem, though, is how to determine whether a surface
has been appropriately sampled. The guidance field is defined to be
bounded above by ι over all of the points on the mesh. However,
with an arbitrarily sampled guidance field, this may not be the case
as can be seen in Figure 2. The consequence of ι not bounding g is
that there will be points on the surface where the edge length created
by the advancing front will be larger than the curvature at that point
allows. Fortunately, since g̃s (s) conservatively bounds ι(s), an infinite
sampling density is not required to bound of ι on g. In this section,
we show how a sufficient sampling density can be computed. We call
a guidance field sufficient when it is less than ι at every point on the
surface.

(1)

We use the Frobenius norm of a matrix, kMk2
=
≤
≤

= ∑i, j m2i j . We bound
κmax definition.

κmax
kGk
kPHP/|∇ f |k

r(G) ≤ kPk · kHk · kPk · kI/|∇ f |k
]T ,

(2)

We denote the normal n = ∇ f /|∇ f | = [nx ny nz
and we compute
kPk by summing the diagonal terms and then the off-diagonal ones:
kPk2

=

(1 − nx 2 )2 + (1 − ny 2 )2 + (1 − nz 2 )2 +
2nx 2 ny 2 + 2ny 2 nz 2 + 2nx 2 nz 2

2

kPk

=

3 − 2(nx 2 + ny 2 + nz 2 ) + nx 4 + ny 4 + nz 4 +
2nx 2 ny 2 + 2ny 2 nz 2 + 2nx 2 nz 2

kPk2

=
=

3 − 2(nx 2 + ny 2 + nz 2 ) + (nx 2 + ny 2 + nz 2 )2
2,
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2 + n 2 + n 2 = 1. Another simple calculation
since |n| = 1, and so nx √
y
z
shows that kI/|∇ f |k = 3/|∇ f |, and so
√
2 3
r(G) ≤
kHk
(3)
|∇ f |

This inequality shows that κmax is intimately related to |∇ f | and the
Hessian H. More importantly, it shows us that to bound κmax above, it
is enough to give a lower bound on |∇ f | and an upper bound on kHk.
Since bounding these values over all of the points in the isosurface is
very difficult without a parameterization, a looser bound can be found
by taking it over all of the points in the domain of the implicit function.
Creating a sufficient guidance field in the way described above
would have the effect of making g flat — the edge lengths of the triangulation would be almost uniform over the entire surface. Additionally, the bound on κmax may go to infinity as the gradient magnitude
goes to zero. These two issues can easily be addressed by adaptively
subdividing the domain of the implicit surface, and creating sufficient
guidance fields in the separate regions independently. The guidance
fields are merged by using the new sample points from all separate
regions: this ensures that the resulting guidance field is sufficient and
Lipschitz-continuous. Since we assume that the implicit function has
non-zero gradient at all the points on the surface and the function is
at least C1 continuous, this procedure is guaranteed to find a finite
bound: there is always a tubular neighborhood of the surface where
the gradient is non-zero.
4.2

Minimal guidance field

Creating the guidance field with sufficiently many samples to capture
all of the details in the surface can produce a very large number of
points. The size of the guidance field directly affects the memory usage and running time of our algorithm, so it is desirable to remove
as many irrelevant samples as possible. Though many of the samples
are necessary, a large portion of them provide no information to the
guidance field. This happens when the edge length required for the
curvature at a sample s1 in the guidance field is always smaller than
that of another sample s2 . In this situation, we say that s1 dominates
s2 , as illustrated in Figure 2.
A naı̈ve procedure for culling the unnecessary samples is to compare each sample to every other sample of the guidance field. This
is simple since determining if a single point dominates another is
straightforward. Since our guidance fields often initially contain millions of samples, this O(n2 ) algorithm is not practical.
Looking at Figure 2, notice how each of the samples define a cone
in Rn+1 , where n is the dimension of the embedding space. This analogy translates perfectly into the case of 2-manifolds embedded in R3 :
each g̃ defines a right cone in [x, y, z, r] space. By constructing a hierarchical data structure in this space, we can perform carefully constructed range queries and remove entire sets of unnecessary samples
in a single query. The most important observation is this: if a point s1
dominates a point s2 , s2 lies inside the cone defined by s1 . Also, the
dominates relation is transitive: if s1 dominates s2 and s2 dominates
s3 , then s1 dominates s3 . This means that if s1 culls a set of points
{si }, the cones induced by all {si } need not be checked at all.
All of the points in the guidance field are initially inserted into
a 4-dimensional kd-tree. The coordinates for each sample s are
[sx , sy , sz , sr ], where [sx , sy , sz ] is the sample’s location in R3 , and sr
is the height of the function g̃s at s. Note now that the set of
points {[x, y, z, g̃s ([x, y, z])]}, x, y, z ∈ R3 , can be represented by a 4dimensional cone with apex [sx , sy , sz , sr ], axis [0, 0, 0, 1], and angle
tan−1 (η/η − 1). This cone is completely defined by the sample’s location and the user parameters ρ and η. Finding all of the samples
that are dominated by s is now reduced to a kd-tree query to find all of
the points that lie inside of this cone. Such a query relies on bounding
box / cone intersection and point-in-cone tests, both of which are quite
simple given that the cones are always aligned with the r axis. When
doing the kd-tree query, we simply mark all of the samples that lie inside of the cone. If all of the children of a node have been marked,
the node is also marked. This effectively prunes off branches of the

Fig. 4. Isosurfacing a structured grid of a silicium lattice simulation.
From left to right: marching cubes output, and our method for ρ = 0.3,
using respectively Catmull-Rom and B-splines for reconstruction.

kd-tree from subsequent queries. Ideally, we would query the cones
of the samples that dominate the most samples first, thus pruning off
large parts of the tree early in the process. However, since this information is not known or easily computed, we use a heuristic. We note
that a given sample will never be dominated by another sample with
lower curvature. By sorting the samples by their curvature and doing
the queries in descending order, we can perform the culling in about
ten seconds for a million samples. When more than this many samples
are present in the original guidance field, we recursively subdivide until the culling can be performed on a smaller subset. The following
pseudocode summarizes the algorithm.
C ULL(g, ρ, η)
1 tree ← kd-tree(s̃)
2 Sort(s̃, κmax (s̃))
3 for 0 ≤ i ≤ |s̃|:
4
do if Not(Marked(s̃i ))
5
then c ← Cone(s̃i , ρ, η)
6
MarkIfInside(tree, c)
7 Discard all marked s̃i from g(x)
This procedure typically removes a large percentage of the sample
points, resulting in much lower memory usage and significantly faster
guidance field queries. Table 1 shows some of the results of culling
the guidance field. Notice that even though culling requires additional
processing, the total running time improves significantly. Also, notice
how in some cases, less than half of a percent of the points remain
in the guidance field after culling. Figure 3 shows the location of the
guidance field samples in space. It is clear that the samples in the high
curvature areas are the most significant, and tend to dominate the low
curvature samples in their vicinity. Surprisingly, this effect is quite
non-local, which accounts for the drastic reduction in the total sample
count.
5 D EFINING THE IMPLICIT FUNCTION
An important advantage of our advancing front technique is its generality. The algorithm itself is entirely oblivious to how the implicit
function is defined. We only require within a band of the desired isosurface, that the function be continuous (at least C1 , preferably higher
order continuity), and that its value, first, and second order partial
derivatives can be evaluated. We also require that the gradient is nonzero at all points in the isosurface. These requirements are quite mild
and allow our algorithm to be applied to many different implicit function definitions. Choosing the definition can be left up to the user.
This allows the implicit function being used by our advancing front
algorithm to exactly match the function used to generate the data. For
example, if the user wishes to extract the isosurfaces of a high order
finite element simulation which assumes a specific polynomial interpolation scheme, the same interpolation could be plugged into our algorithm. We have been careful in our implementation to make this an
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Structured
Unstructured

Interpolating
Catmull-Rom (CR)
Nielson (NI)

Approximating
B-Splines (BS)
MLS

Table 2. The four surface definitions implemented in this paper.

Fig. 5. Isosurfacing unstructured grids. From left to right: MT output,
and our method for ρ = 0.5, using respectively Nielson interpolation and
Moving Least Squares for reconstruction.

easy step for the user. In this paper we show examples generated with
four different surface definitions — two for structured grids and two
for unstructured grids. See Table 2.
5.1

Structured Grids

To define an implicit function over a regular grid of sample points,
we use piecewise cubic trivariate polynomials generated by two different spline types. To generate an implicit function that interpolates
the data points, we use Catmull-Rom splines [11]. These splines can
be thought of as using finite differences at each data point to generate
gradients. The function is then extended to the interior of each cell by
Hermite interpolation. This results in cubic polynomials which are C1
continuous across cell boundaries. B-splines [42] are another popular
spline. These produce polynomials in each cell that maintain C2 continuity across the boundaries, but do not interpolate the input data. This
may be desirable if the data is noisy. Since the Catmull-Rom splines
interpolate, they tend to produce functions with high curvature when
noise is present. Though we can triangulate these surfaces without
problem, the high curvature isosurfaces require more triangles to be
accurately captured (see Figure 4). These spline representations are
ideal because they define analytic, piecewise polynomials, which can
easily be differentiated to compute gradient and curvature information.
5.2

Unstructured Grids

Extending the implicit function from the data points to the interior
of the cells of unstructured meshes is much more challenging. Here,
we have a mesh defined by a set of connected tetrahedra with values
assigned at each vertex. A scheme for defining the function on the
interior of each tetrahedra that is at least C1 continuous across faces
must be created. In this paper we tried two such schemes. Splines
cannot easily be applied to this situation because of the irregular nature
of tetrahedral meshes. Similar to regular grids, we use one implicit
function definition that is C1 and interpolates the data values, and one
that has higher order continuity but only approximates the data.
The irregular mesh interpolation scheme that we use is that of Nielson et al. [38]. We have chosen this method for its simplicity, though
other techniques are available, such as A-patches [5] and DMS-splines
[19]. Nielson interpolation requires that the gradients of the implicit
function are known at the vertices. Since this is generally not the case,
we substitute an approximation. To estimate the gradient at vertex,
we fit a trivariate quadratic polynomial to the 2–ring neighborhood of
the vertex. We define the gradient of the implicit function to be the
gradient of this polynomial at the vertex. The Nielson scheme first
uses the function and gradient information of the vertices to define
the function and gradient along all of the edges in the mesh. It then
uses this edge information and extends it to be defined across all of

the faces. Finally, the function is extended from the faces to the interiors of the tetrahedra. Each of the extension procedures (vertices
to edges to faces to tetrahedra) is based on Hermite interpolation, and
is constructed in a way that maintains C1 continuity across the cell
boundaries. The resulting implicit function definition for the interior
of the tetrahedra is a complicated rational function that is not practical
to differentiate analytically. Instead of resorting to finite differencing,
we use C++ metaprogramming to automatically compute the function
and its derivatives by encoding the chain rule for all of the primitive
functions used.
We use the popular moving least squares (MLS) method [28] as an
implicit function definition that approximates the input data. The idea
of the MLS method is to compute a low degree polynomial that best
approximates the input data, weighted by a function of the distance
from the evaluation point to the data points. The function value at
the evaluation point is then simply the value of the polynomial at that
point. This has a smoothing effect on the data, so it is especially useful when noise is present in the input data. A nice property of MLS
is that the smoothness of the resulting function is exactly that of the
chosen weighting function. We use rapidly decaying gaussians as the
weighting functions, with widths determined by the local point density. Though the function is very smooth, it is not possible to directly
compute its derivatives because every evaluation involves the solution
of a linear least squares problem. We have found that using quadratic
polynomials for the fitting and using their differential properties as an
approximation of the function performs well in practice.
6 E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We have implemented the algorithm in C++, and in this section we
describe the results of a series of experiments. All timings were performed on a PC with two dual-core AMD Opteron processors running
at 2.25GHz, with 4GB of main memory, running SuSE Linux 10.0.
Advancing front algorithms are mostly local, allowing decisions and
actions to be taken independently of the reconstruction of distant surface parts. Our implementation is multi-threaded, and it tries to take
advantage of this and distribute the work of projecting points on the
fronts to a set of worker threads. The guidance field computation and
culling is also performed entirely in parallel. We use four threads for
all shown experiments.
Table 3 shows a summary of the experimental results of our implementation. The running times for our algorithms are typically in the
order of several minutes for the larger datasets we used. The histogram
column shows the distribution of triangle circle ratios (the ratio of the
incircle to the circumcircle). Notice that the distribution is excellent,
and also uniform across different models and parameter settings. For
many of the rectangular grids, the number of triangles generated is
significantly less than the output of MC.
The triangle quality generated by our algorithm is very good, as the
circumcircle ratio histograms of Table 3 show. For all models generated, 99% of the triangles have quality at least half of optimal, and the
triangle with median quality is within 3% of optimal. These results
hold across different models, ρ and η values, and different surface
definitions. In terms of running time, our algorithm is not as fast as
MC or MT implementations. However, it should be noted that the triangulations created by our technique will tend to require negligible or
no downstream processing, unlike the results of MC or MT.
The surfaces generated by our algorithm are dependent on the intrinsic geometry of the implicit function, and not on the grid on which
they were sample. As a consequence, we are able to generate highquality meshes for high-curvature surfaces. Naturally, Catmull-Rom
splines tend to generate surfaces with higher curvatures, while Bsplines offer an overall smoother result. We show both schemes, together with MC, on Figure 4. Notice that the topology of the Catmull-
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Model

Alg.

ρ

η

time

# tris

Aneurism

MC

—

—

0:07

133.5K

BS

0.2

1.2

5:18

461.7K

MC

—

—

0:00

29.8K

CR

0.3

1.2

1:30

192.1K

CR

0.5

1.33

0:58

92.1K

MC

—

—

0:09

592.1K

BS

0.3

1.2

12:16

304.4K

MT

—

MC

—

—

0:06

393.2K

NI

0.5

CR

0.5

1.2

5:50

259.2K

MLS

0.5

1.2

Silicium

Engine
Skull

Histogram

Model

Alg.

ρ

η

time

# tris

SPX

MT

—

—

0:00

2.3K

NI

0.5

1.2

14:06

645.9K

MLS

0.5

1.2

1:48

26.7K

Torso-1

Torso-2

MT

—

—

0:01

3.1K

NI

0.5

1.2

2:28

72.8K

MLS

0.5

1.2

2:04

702

—

0:02

24.2K

1.2

12:48

656K

4:24

2.4K

Histogram

Table 3. Sample of results of our implementation, and comparison with MC and MT. The histograms show the distribution of circumcircle ratios,
where the three lines represent the minimum, the first half percentile and the median. The legend for the second column follows the conventions of
the rest of the paper. Dataset sizes: Aneurism, 2563 bytes; Silicium, 98 × 34 × 34 bytes; Engine, 256 × 128 × 128 bytes; Skull, 256 × 256 × 226 bytes;
SPX, 13k tetrahedra; Torso, 1.1 million tetrahedra.

Rom isosurface is strictly different than the one generated by the assumption of trilinearity imposed by Marching Cubes. This precludes
using the MC mesh as a base mesh for refining isosurfaces defined by
different filters. Finally, the excess topology eventually generated by
noise could be removed using an approach such as the one suggested
by Guskov and Wood [22]. For unstructured meshes, notice the geometry generated for the Nielson interpolation scheme on Figure 5. The
tetrahedral mesh might be coarse, but the defined function has high
curvature inside each cell, and so an accurate sampling requires more
triangles. A more relaxed scheme such as MLS aproximation creates
isosurfaces with less curvature, and hence less triangles are needed.
All isosurfaces presented in this paper are smooth: both gradient
and Hessian are well-defined. This is a reasonable assumption given
the necessarily band-limited reconstruction of sampled volumes. Additionally, a surface with a sharp corner will not admit a regular isosurface representation (i.e., one where f (x) = k, ∇ f (x) 6= 0). More
advanced representations that keep the flexibility of implicit surfaces
might be possible, but they are outside the scope of this paper.
Triangle counts are often less than MC triangle counts, and while
one of the schemes generates much denser triangle meshes than seems
necessary, overall they tend to be well within the applicability range
of downstream processing methods. Additionally, the mesh has both
bounded distance and (trivially, cf. Section 3.1) bounded normal error.
If that proves to be too restrictive, a downstream tool might choose
to relax any of these constraints and simplify the mesh accordingly.
It should also be clear that the results generated in this paper are
easily generalizable to different surface formulations. If a function
admits gradient and Hessian, we can use our technique to extract a
high-quality, high-fidelity triangulation of any of its regular isosurfaces. This is especially true for high-order meshes, where the image of each cell is dictated by a high-order (typically around degree
10 [36]) polynomial. In this case, pieces of the isosurface might have
a much higher frequency than the one implied by the vertex spacing.
Our model, however, is entirely oblivious of the underlying mesh, and
given a function that computes gradient and Hessian, will still work as
if it were dealing with a low-order mesh.
7

C ONCLUSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

We have presented a robust algorithm for extracting surfaces from implicit functions. Our algorithm generates meshes that combine triangle
quality, adaptiveness and fidelity, easing the process of making isosurface meshes more directly applicable for downstream processing.
We believe this algorithm can be adapted for processing gigantic data
with minimal changes, by combining the generation of the guidance
field with the actual isosurface extraction and out-of-core techniques.
We would also like to give triangle shape guarantees for the meshes
generated by the algorithm. These are all intriguing avenues for future
work.
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